AAAIC-98 Robot Building Lab Final Results

Grand Prize Winner:

Robot: Beer
- Russell Knight
- Fabio Massacci
- Michael Lagoudakis

Runner Up

Robot: Stochastic Plastic
- Robot's front end name: Harvey the Wallbanger
- Robot's back end name: Einzilla
- Team Name: The Bodacious Ballbusers
- Kevin Jackson
- Jack Mostow
- Matthew Evett
- Tom Fernandez
- Also Awarded the "Sybil" Award for Multiple Personalities.

Participants

Robot: Zenbot
- Anthony Barrett
- Ted Pedersen
- Tim Fossum
- Debrah Burhans

Robot: Flipper
- Jennifer Kay
- Karl Branting
- George Washington
- Karen Voss

Robot: Robot #1

Robot: SCAI bot
- Soo-Yong Shin
- Dong-Yeon Cho

Robot: Pekuni
- Peter Midford
- Nico Jacobs
- Kurt Driessens

Robot: Moebog
- Steve Cody
- J J Collins
- Conor Ryan
Charles Sun
Fergus Nolan
Chris Moore

Robot: Elvis (because of our fans)

Vivian Borst
Lloyd Greenwald
Susan Haller
Deepak Kumar

Robot: Hope

Mike Kizis
Pieter Lanzi
Clint Laskowski
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